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SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM ON MICHELLE OBAMA

Introduction: Michelle Obama’s Legacy
Nadia E. Brown

Role-Model-In-Chief: Understanding a Michelle Obama Effect
Christina S. Haynes and Ray Block Jr.

Why We Love Michelle: Understanding Public Support for First Lady Michelle Obama
Laurel Elder and Brian Frederick

Michelle Obama as a Political Symbol: Race, Gender, and Public Opinion towards the First Lady
Alex Badas and Katelyn Stauffer

White House, Black Mother: Michelle Obama and the Politics of Motherhood as First Lady
Gloria Y.A. Ayee, Jessica D. Johnson Caoue, Taneisha N. Means, Alicia M. Reyes-Barriéntez, and Nura A. Sediqi

The Cult of First Ladyhood: Controlling Images of White Womanhood in the Role of the First Lady
Megan Handau and Evelyn M. Simien

ARTICLES

Who Represents the Needs of Domestic Violence Survivors in State Welfare Policy?
Anne Whitesell

Bringing Party Ideology Back In: Do Left-Wing Parties Enhance the Share of Women MPs?
Andrés Santana and Susana Aguilar

She Who Shall Not be Named: The Women that Women’s Organizations Do (and Do Not) Represent in the Rulemaking Process
Ashley English

Diana Zulli

Reviews of Scholarship